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Do you need help organizing your research
output including publications? Try creating an
ORCID account to help you import all of your
publications from research articles and
conference proceedings to reports. ORCID (Open
Researcher and Contributor ID) was launched in
2012, allows researchers to create a unique
identifier that can be directly associated and
linked back to all of their research and
publications. The ORCID account is free and very
easy to create and use to begin managing all your
records of research activities.
The challenge in the past has been that most
databases or online resources are either limited
to articles in peer-reviewed journals or are unable
to accurately capture your entire work such as a
policy brief, or a report for a non-profit or
government agency. By creating an ORCID
account you can manage all your publications
and add any document format to ensure that all
your research activities are included in your
profile. This ability is very helpful when you need
to showcase your research activity on your
professional online page, resume, CV, grant
application or for employment and promotion.
It takes less than one minute to register for your
ORCID:
« Go to https://orcid.org/register
« Fill in the required fields
TIP OF THE MONTH
Annual Himmelfarb Art Show
Reception - Art and Fun!
Join us for the Annual Himmelfarb
Art Show Reception held on April 7th
from 4:00pm-5:30pm at Himmelfarb
Library first floor. Comes see the first
floor of the Library transformed into
an art gallery showcasing the talents
of our faculty, staff and students.
There will be light refreshments
served – so come and celebrate with
us and enjoy the talent on display!
Want to submit your art? Contact:
Synneva Ethon at
synneva@gwu.edu
CONNECT WITH US:
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
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« Choose the privacy setting you want to have
(public/private/limited to only trusted parties)
« Decide if you want notifications on News
« Accept Terms of Use (you might want to read
them)
« A 16-digit URL will be assigned to you as
your ORCID ID
ORCID FAQ
What is ORCID? ORCID provides a
persistent digital
identifier that helps
gather and identify all
your professional
activities. You can
decide to set the
settings to public,
private or limited to
only selected users.
(Short Video)
Authors with Similar
Names
Helps distinguish you
from other authors with
similar names,
hyphenated names or
name changes (any
variance in names
such as married name
or with/without middle
initial)
Altmetrics Captures how many
times your article has
been viewed,
downloaded, or
mentioned in social
media
Seeking Funding ORCID is increasingly
being included in
funding applications
(e.g. NIH)
Submitting Manuscript Many major publishers
are requiring authors to
provide their ORCID
identifier when
submitting a
manuscript (e.g. Nature
Himmelfarb News
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Publ. Group, Springer
and Wiley).
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